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                     Abstract 

   The purpose of this paper is to solve a silent-noisy duel with 

arbitrary accuracy functions in which both duelists have an imperfect 

knowledge about the existence of the shot fitted to their gun . As 
a special case, the solution with only one shot and arbitrary accuracy 

function for each duelist will be shown.

   1. Introduction. 

   In this paper we extend the silent-noisy duel in the work of Dresher  [1963] and 

Karlin [1957] to include the uncertainty that both duelists have an imperfect knowledge 

about the existence of the shot fitted to their gun when the accuracy functions are 

arbitrary. The model is evidently formulated as a two-person zero-sum game defined 

on the unit square. 

   The silent-noisy duel has the following structure. Each player (i. e., duelist) can 
fire at any time in [0, 1] aming his opponent. For i=1, 2, associated with Player i is 

a continuous and strictly increasing function Ai, from [0, 1] onto [0 , 1], called his 
accuracy function. If Player i fires at time t, the probability that he hits his opponent , 
given that both players are still alive at t, is Ai(t). Player I is the silent duelist and II is 
the noisy duelist, i. e., Player I knows whether Player II has fired or not , but not con
versely. Let the payoff be +1 to the surviving duelist and 0 to each duelist if both 

survive or neither survive. Each selects a time to fire. This game with only one 
shot for each duelist under A1(t)=A2(t)=t is described in the work of Dresher and 

Karlin. 

   Let us modify the above model by adding an assumption about the existence of 

the shot fitted to their gun. Suppose that 0 i is the number of shots fitted to the gun 

possessed by Player i and that (01, 02) is a random variable with bivariate Bernoulli 
distribution given by Table 1. The inner part of this double-entry table shows the joint 

distribution 0, and 02. Let r be the correlation coefficent of 01 and 02 then 

r=d I -v/ P1q1P2q2•
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             Table 1. Bivariate Bernoulli Distribution 

 o<pa=i.  —qi<1, Od�,./hi]h(7                                Vrlulr22, 0 ---ICII‹ min (P192, P291) 

            02                                         1Marginal 
     10 

              01Distribution 

   1PiP2+dP1q2—d I p1 

  041p2—dq1q2+d41 

 Marginal        P
2q2  Distribution

   We also assume that the accuracy functions Al and A2 possess continuous deri

vatives with respect to t, which are denoted by A',(t) and A2(t), and that their first 

derivatives are strictly positive in [0, 1), for the sake of the argument in the remaining 

sections. 
   The silent and noisy duels under the same assumptions mentioned above have been 
solved by Teraoka [1975, for example, and 1976]. 

   There are two interesting papers related to our model. Smith [1967] solved the 

restricted duel in which one player has a single noisy bullet while the other has both 

a silent and a noisy bullet and must fire the silent bullet first. Styszynski [1974] 
solved the silent vs. noisy duel when the accuracy functions are arbitrary the silent 

player has arbitrary (but nonrandom) numbers of shots and the noisy player has one. 
   Section 2 presents the payoff kernel suggested from our model and the fundamental 

lemma given by Karlin [1959]. In section 3 we shall discuss our main results, the 

unique optimal pair and the game value for our model. Section 4 duels with a simple 

example when A1(t)=A1(t)=t and d=0.

   2. The f ormation. 

   We suppose that both players are informed of the assumptions in Section 1. Each 

player does not know whether or not he has a shot, and is not informed of the number 
of shots fitted to his opponent's gun. However, a player in this game is forced to 

behave as if he has a shot and his maximum threat to his opponent is to fire as if he 

has a shot. Each selects a time to fire conditionally on his having one and that he 

survives. Furthermore one of the players has the advantage of being able to hear his 

opponent's shot. 
   If x and y are the firing times of Player I and II, respectively, the expected payoff 

to Player I for each state (0,, 62) and its probability are given by Table 2. 

   Hence the expected payoff kernel M(x, y) for player I is 

              PiA1(x)—P2A2(Y)+(PiP2+d)A1(x)A2(Y)x < y 

(1) M(x, y)= P1A1(x)—P2A2(x)x= y 

              IP1—(P1P2+d)1A1(x)— {P2-1-(PiP2+d)} A2(Y)±(P1P2H-d) x> y . 

   Here, we shall state Lemma 1 which is given by Karlin [1959]. This lemma deals 

with a property of the optimal strategies for certain classes of timing games.
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         Table 2. Expected Payoff for  (01,02) and Its Probability 

                                      Expected Payoff 
(01, 02)Probability 

          x<yx=yx>y 

(1,1) P1p2+d A1(x) — A2 (y) + Ai(x) A2(Y) A1(x)—A2(x)1 —2 A2(y) 

(1,0)P1q2 — dA1(x)A1(x)Ai(x) 

(0,1)91P2— d— A2 (Y)— A2 (Y)— A2 (Y) 
(0, 0) 9142+d000

   LEMMA 1. Let M(x, y) be kernels of the form 

                   {K(x, y) x< y                       M(x, y)= 0(x, y) x= y 

                              L(x, y) x> y 

which satisfy the following conditions: 

   (a) The functions K(x, y) and L(x, y) are defined over the closed triangles 
0�x�y-�1 and 0�y�x�1, respectively. Furthermore, they possess coutinuous second 

partial derivatives defined in their respective closed triangles. 
   (b) K(1, 1)> OM> L(1, 1) and K(0, 0)__ _0(0)�_ L(0, 0) 

   (c) Kx(X, y)>0 and Lx(x, y)>0 for x<1, 
      Ky(x, y)<0 and Ly(x, y)<0 for y<1 

(in their respective domains of definition). 
   Then optimal strategies of zero-sum game M(x, y) exists uniquely and take the 

following from: densities f(x), g(y) over a common support [a, 1] and a possible jump 
at I for one of the two players. 

   In the remaining sections, we suppose that I and II use mixed strategies (distribution 
functions over the unit interval), F(x) and G(y), respectively, and we define notations 

on expectation of M(x, y) defined on the unit square as follows : 

         M(F, G)=.C11 M(x, y)dF(x)dG(y) and                          00 

         M(x, G)=11M(x, y)dG(y); M(F, y)=M(x, y)dF(x).    Jo0 

For convenience, we also define to to be the unique root of equation A1(t)242(t)+A1(t) 

d  A2(t)-1=0 in the interval [0, 1], and define hi(t) by 

    hi(t)=A;(01 fili(t)A2(t)+Ai(t)+A2(t)-11 for tE(to, 1), {i, :71= {1, 2} .

   3. The Solution. 

   The kernel (1) clearly satisfies conditions in Lemma I. Hence, we suppose that 

F(x) consists of a density part f(x)>0 over an interval [a, 1) and a mass part a at 

x=1, and G(y) consists of a density part g(y)>0 on the same interval and a mass
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part 13 at y=1. 
   Computing 211(F, y) from (1) and settingd 

yy)-=0 yields 

           (p1p2+d){1-PA,(y)If(y) {1±A1(y)} A/2(y)   
(2)y)A2(Y)+Ai(Y)+-42(Y)-1      P2±(PIP2+d)—(PIP2H-dT{1+Ai(t)} f(t)d tAi( 

                                               a which has solution 

(3)f(-Y)= kihi(x) exP [—Cx{1±111(t)}171(t)dti for [a, 1) 
                                                  a In a similar fashion we obtain 

(4)g(y)-=k2h2(y)exp [—.Ca{1+ A2(t)} h2(t)dt] for y[a, 1) . 
   Here we shall state some lemmas which are useful to determine the optimal 

strategies and the game value for game (1). 

   LEMMA 3. Given any z> to 

    .C:[{1+Ai(t)} A;(01 fA1(t),42(t)+ Ai(t)± A2(t)-111dt T as to (i==i). 
And then exp {1+Ai(t)} hi(t)dti is a non-increasing function icith respect to z for 
any fixed lE(t„ 1). 

   PROOF. We shall prove the case where i=1 and j=2. Since t> to, 

             {1± A1(t)} A(t) {1+  o)} 2Ct)  
          A,(t)A2(t)H Ai(t)± A2(t)-1 Ai(t)A2(t)+A1(t)+A2(t)-1 

Using l'Hopital's rule, we obtain 

   lim{1+A1(t0)}X(t){1±A1(to)} A2(t)     t-to [ A1(t)A2(t)+A1(t)+A2(t)-1 A1(to)A2(t)+ Ai(t0)± A2(t)-11 
           0)A2(t)±0)± A2(t)-1{1H-Ai(to)}/1/2(to)  =lim>0      t-toAi(t)A2(t)dAi(t)A2(t)-1 114-A00)} A'2(t0)± {1±A2(t0)} Aato) 

Hence there exists sE(G, z) such that 
          {1-1-A1(to)}A(t)>1 {1+A1(to)} A'2(to) 

      A1(t)A2(t)+ Ai(t) A2(t)-1 — 2 11+2,100)1A2(to)+{1±A2(to)}Aato) 

                                  {1-1-A1(t0)} A2(t)  
                                  0)A2(t)± o)d A2(t)-1 

for any tE(G, s). Then we get 

   cZ {14-A.1(t)} 'COdt� 11-4-Ai(to)}A2(to)to)                                                ?..• 
     .41(t)A2(t)+Ai(t)+A2(t)-12 11+A1(to)IA'2(t0)+ 11+ A2(t 0)1 Aato) 

                             .In[Ai(to)A2(s)-FAi(to)+A2(s)-1  
                                  A1(t0)A(t0)+A1(t0)+A2(to)-1 '
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by breaking up the range of integration. This completes the proof of Lemma 2, since 

the integral is monotonically increasing as  1  to. 

   LEMMA 3. Putting 

(5)Uz(z)=exp [—C {1H-ALM} ht(t)dti for i=1, 2, 
                                                  a the following equations hold 

(6) .Cut 11+Ai(x)1f(x)dx=k1lU1(l)—U1(u)} ; 

                .Clu                   {1--TA2(y)}g(Y)dy=k2ILV/)—U2(u)} 

where to<l-�u�1, and f(x) and g(y) are given as (3) and (4), respectively. 
   PROOF. This can be shown easily, since f(x)=kihi(x)Ui(x) and g(y)=k2122(y)U2(y). 

   LEMMA 4. The integral constants k1 of f(x) and k2 of g(y) take the following 

form 

(7) pi= P2 +1; k2={PIPIP2+d —1+2,5VU2(1), for aE(to, 1)           PiP2+d 

where S is the mass part of G(y) at y=1. 
   PROOF. Inserting (3) in (2) yields k1 stated in Lemma 4. In a similar fashion we 

obtain k2 in (7). 
   LEMMA 5. For any fixed aE[O, 1) and p 1), each of the equations on aE[0, 1] 

             F(1-0)= f(x)dx=1—a ; G(1-0)-= 1 g(y)dy=1-13 
  a a 

has a unique root in the interval (to, 1). 

   PROOF. For aE(to, 1), F(1-0) and G(1-0) are strictly decreasing with respect 

to a, and F(1-0)=G(1-0)=0 at a=1-0. Since Lemma 3 holds, we have 

              1          F(1 -0)�—
2a 11+Lli(x)If(x)dx-- 21 11 U1(1)1 for aE(to, 1) . 

So that Lemmas 2 and 4 give 

     F(1-0)�—21pip2+d2(P2+1){1 Ui(1)}1pip2+d                            (P2+1)>1 as ato. 
A similar argument on G(1-0) shows 

               1         G(1-0)�2(  pip2±d1+2/41 1 —11 Icoas a I to.                                U2(1) 

This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 

   By Lemmas 4 and 5, each of the equations 

(8)1( P2 p1p2±d/+1)hi(x)exp [-T11+Ai(t)Ihi(t)dtidx--=1;
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 pi  (9) 
       -fa1(PiP2+d  1)h2(y)  exp [jY{1.-FA2(t)} h2(t)dt]/ 

                                                               a 

                       exp[---.C1 11+242(t)lh2(t)dtilcly=1 
                                                             a has a unique root in the interval (to, 1). Furthermote, F(1-0)=1—a and G(1-0)=1-13 

give 

(10)a=1—(  pip2±P2        daa 
                  +1)Yhi(x)exp[{1-H-A,(t)} hi(t)dtic/x�0 

           1—\PIPip2+d1Aah2(y) exp [HS{1+A2(t)} h2(t)dt]dy 
    a  (11) t3=>0                1+2Yh2(Y)exP [4{1H-A2(t)}172(t)dt]dy 

     ay 

for any a greater than or equal to the roots of (8) and (9). 
   Elementary caluculation on M(F, a) and M(a, G) using Lemmas 3 and 4 gives the 

value of the game v* as follows: 

          {P1—(Pip2+d)} {P2+(pip2+d} {1—U1(1)} Apip2+d) 

(12) v*= — {P2±(PiP2+d)} A2(a)—P1±2(PiP2+d) , if a=0            {p1—(PIP2-Fd)} {p2----(PIP2+d)A1(a)} {1-1/U2(1)}/(PIP24-d) 
              + {p1—(pip2+d)} A1(o+p2,if p=0 . 

   The above considerations lead us to Theorem 1 since Lemma 1 holds. 

   THEOREM 1. Let a1 and a2 be the unique roots of equations 

       fl             hi(t) exp [—Y{1+ Al(s)} hi(s)ds]dt=pip2+d        aiaiP2+(P1P2+P) ' 

                                                     .i
.

2 

            h2(t)exp [dj',{1-FA2(s)} h2(s)dsiclt=pip2+d                                             Pi—(PIP2+d) 

in the interval (to, 1), respectively, and let a=max (a1, a2). 

   Then the optimal strategies of game M(x, y), F*(x) for I and G*(y) for II, are 

given by the following: 

   0,0�x�a 

       F*(x)= x {P21(1)1P2+ d)+1}h1(t) exp [4{1+ Al(s)} hi(s)ds]dt 

 { 

  aa 

                                        +aI1(x), a�x�1; 

   0,0�y�a 

       G*(y)= .CY {PIAP1P2+d)-1+213}h2(t)exp [-FY{1+-A2(s)}h2(s)ds]dt 

 { 

 at 

                                        -i-Pii(37), a �y�1 

where I1(z) is the unit-step function at z=1, and mass parts a and 13 are determined by
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 a=1  (PiP2--f-a1)2+1).1h1(t)exp [H.: {1+ Ai(s)} hi(s)dsidt ; 
            1—( p1p21 d )Jah,(t)exp[-t: {1H-A2(s)} h2(s)ds]dt 

                 13=.               1+2Yh2(t)exp[H.:{1±A2(s)} h2(s)ds]dt 
                                          a Hence the next property holds: 

                                                            ai>a2        a { = } 0 and ,3-=} 0 if adai=a2 
    >a2>a1 . 

The value of the game v* is given as 

             {p1—(P1P2+d)} {P2+(p1p2+d)} {1—U1(1)}/(PIP2+d) 

(12) v*- — {P 2-KP iP 2 E d)} A2(a)— pi+2(pip24  d) , if a= a,              {p
1—(PiP2+d)} {P2—(PiP2+d)A1(a)} {1-1/U2(1)}/(PIP2±d) 

                  + {/),—(p1p2+d)} A1(a)+p2 ,if a=a2 

                                   2 where U,(z)=exp[--.0{1±A,(t)}h1(t)dti for z[a, 1], i=1, 2. 

                             a 

   Letting d=0, p1= p2, and pi—i—o, we have the case where each duelist has only 

one shot. Then 

          0                                                         0�x<a 

     F*(x)= 

 { 

          2.faxh,(t)exp [—.C:fl+Ai(s)} hi(s)dsidt                                                         a�x�1; 

                                                     0�y<a    G*(Y)—{o  
 /3(2.CaYh2(t) exp [±1,{1+A2(s)} h2(s)d sid t +I i(Y)) a�y�1 

where a is the unique root of equation 

 j11           ahi(t)exp[—C{1+Ai(s)}hi(s)dsidt=-2 
                                      a in the interval (to, 1) and mass part IS is given as 

                                 1 

        13=1/(1+th2(t) exp [-F.C:{1±Ai(s)} hi(s)ds]dt)> 0 . 
The value of the game v* is 

             v*=1-2A2(a). 

This result is a special case of the result of Styszynski [1974] .
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   4. A Simple Example. 

   As a simple example of Theorem 1, we shall examine the case where  d=0 and 
A1(t)=A2(t)=t.              t . 

   Since 

(13)hz(t)=11(t2+2t —1) and t0=/2-1=O.414, 1=1, 2 

we have for z(t 0, 1) 

(14)U,(z)=-V a2+2a —11 -V z2+2z —1 , 1=1, 2. 

Hence al and a2 are the unique roots of equations 

      CI  (a2+2a-1)"2PifiAff P2  (15)dt =d t — 
         a (t2+2t -ix/2'ia (t2+2t —1)"1-p2 

which yield 

(16) -%,/ 2 a2 +2a —1= a -f --(1— Pi) (1+ Pi) ; ^ 2 1/ a2+2a-1---(1— p2)(a +1) 

respectively. 
 It is found that a1 and a2 are the abscissas in {(a, b)1 a �0, b�0} of intersecting points 

of 
   hyperbola : (a+1)2/2-62/4-=1 and straight line : b=a+(1— pi) (1+ pi) ; 

   hyperbola : (a + 1)2/2-62/4=1 and straight line : b= (1—p2)(a+1) 
respectively (see Fig. 1). Thus we get ai and a2 are stsictly decreasing with respect 
to pi and p2 respectively, and then 

      to==-^ 2 —1<4‘/ 6 —2ai<1; to--=^ 2 —1�a2<1, for 0<p1, p2�1. 

Hence we get

          (a+1)
4               2b2 Fig. 1 : (1) : =1    2 

       (2) : b=a+1

(3) : b= (1-p2) (a +1) 
(4) : b=a+ (i-pi)/(i+Pi) 
(5) : b=a
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                                         <            a1{—}a2 if (a0+1)2b— 1 
              2 4 

where (ao, bo) is the unique intersection of two lines : 

                     b=a-1-(1—p1)/(1-Fp1) 

                   b=(1-13,2)(a+1) 

which gives 

                         2p12p1(1—P2)  
           ao=-1+;bo=                         P

2(1+ Pi)P2(1+P1) • 

After all we conclude that 

                         ai>a2 

(17)ai=a2 if( i+p, )22—(1—p2)2                              \ P
i/                 I p2 

        a2> a1l < 
where 

(18) a1=2  l+p
iWi+2pi+3A-Pil —1;a2= {2/^1+2p2—N}-1. 

The open unit square {(p1, P2)10<p1<1, 0<p2<1} is devided into two regions (in one 
of which a=a, and, in the other a=a2) as shown in Fig. 2. 

   Hence the densities over common interval [a, 1] of F*(x) and G*(y) are 

            f*(x)=( +0 (a2+2a-1)112  (19)                            ) (x2+2x-1)312 ' 

           g*(y)( 1                  1+2,8 •s/2                   \
P2) (y2±2y-1)3" 

respectively. 
   Using (16), (18), and (19), a, j3 and v* are the following : 

(i) if a=a,, then 

             a=0 ,

Fig. 2: The region for initial firing time 
     where Ai (t) = A2 (t) = t, d= O.
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 i-S=Ca±1-2/01/{N(1+P1)}]/Ca-F2—(1—NA1H-P01 

           —1—p,(1±1/P2)/(1+2pi+301/2, 

        v*=(1/2)[1+ pi—p2±pip2—(l+N(i+poai 

          —1+2p,a+po—a+poa+p,+30i/2 , 

(ii) if a=a2, then 

         a=1—(1/2)P21(1/N+11(a+1)=1—p2(1+Pi)/ {P1a+2N-0112} , 

          13=0, 

         v*=1-2(1—pia)/(1+ a)=-1+2P1-2(1+Pi)/(1+ a) 

             =1-1-2p1—(1+p1)(1+2p2—A112 .
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